Year 5 Curriculum Map
English

Maths

Science

Journey to Jo’burg

Number & Place value
Addition &
Subtraction
Multiplication &
division
Area & perimeter
Multiples and factors

Living Things and their
Habitats
Describe the life process of
reproduction in some
plants.

History

Geography

Art & Design

D&T

RE

Computing

PE

Music

PSHE

Africa
Design and create an
African style drum.

Sikhism
How far would a
Sikh go for his/her
religion?

E-safety
Google secure
your secrets

REAL PE
Unit 1 -Cognitive
skills
FUNS station 9
Static balances

Living on a
PrayerRock
How rock music
developed from
the Beatles
onwards.

Being me in my
World
Rights and
responsibilities

Trips,
visitors or
experiences

Autumn 1

Africa
Write character and
setting descriptions
Persuasive letter

Africa
Topographical features
of the main regions of
Africa.

*CC with Science – has
to make good sound
too*

Make comparisons
between rural and
urban Africa

FUNS station 12
Agility

Languages
Week

Black History
Week

Introduce fairtrade
The Butterfly Lion

Autumn 2

Balanced argument
Flashback narrative

Fractions
Angles
Translation &
reflection
Data handling (incl
time)

Animals including Humans
Life processes &
reproduction in some
animals.
Describe the changes as
humans develop from birth
to old age.
Life cycles of a mammal, an
amphibian, an insect and a
bird

Benin Empire &
Apartheid
Compare past
civilisation to South
Africa during Aparthied
times

Drawing/Painting
Explore the use of
watercolours to
produce an Acacia tree.

Christianity
Is the Christmas
story true?

Digital Literacy
Plan an event

REAL PE
Unit 2- Creative
skills
FUNS station 2 &
3
Static balances

Classroom JazzJazz
History of Jazz
music.

Celebrating
differences
Racism, bullying
and accepting
different cultures.

Christianity
What is the best
way for a
Christian to show
commitment to
God?

Coding
Catch the Dots
Game

REAL PE
Unit 3- Social
skills
FUNS station 5
Dynamic balance

Make you feel my
lovePop ballads
Historical context
of ballads

Dreams and Goals
Thinking about your
future

Fresh Prince of
Bel-AirHip Hop
Historical context
of musical styles.

Healthy me
Dangers for your
body and making
the correct choices.

Printing
Investigate printing
with the aim of
producing an
embroidered African
design on a tie-dyed
piece of clothing.

Study Nelson Mandela
and learn how
perspectives have
changed today.

Into the Unknown

Spring 2

Spring 1

Shackelton’s
Journey
Newspaper reports
Poetry

Cosmic
Grammar-focused
narrative writing
Poetry

Constructing graphs
Algebra
Angles- problem
solving
Roman numerals
Square & cube
numbers

Number & Place value
Multiples/factors/Pri
me numbers
Multiplication &
division
Addition &
subtraction
Convert
fractions/decimals/pe
rcentages

Properties and Changes in
Materials
Compare and grouping
together materials on the
basis of their properties,
including; their hardness,
solubility, transparency and
conductivity
Conduct experiments to test
suitability of materials as
insulators.
Earth and Space
Describe the movement of
the Earth, and other planets,
relative to the sun; the
moon relative to Earth
Use the idea of the Earth’s
rotation to explain day and
night

Ernest Shackelton
Explore his journeys
and why his voyages
were so famous.

Arctic Regions
Mapping the planned
route of The Endurance
Physical features of the
South Pole

Drawing
Use a range of
mediums to explore
perspective to produce
a Porthole picture.

Design
Observe the designs of
boats and use a range
of materials to design
own boat.

FUNS station 7
Counter balance

Survival in polar
regions

Local Geography and
fieldwork

Textiles
Design and create an
exploding planet using
textiles

Sikhism
Are Sikh stories
important today?

Coding
Scratch - Space
Junk Game

REAL PE
Unit 4- Physical
sills
FUNS station 1
Static balances

Science Week
Planetarium
visit
*Teach about
Galileo in
Science
week*

FUNS station 6
Dynamic balances

Summer 1

Terrible Tudors
The Chronicles of
Narnia by C. S
Lewis

Multiplication &
division

Recount (imagined)
– letter or diary

Fractions/decimals/p
ercentages

Narrative (Prequel)

Comparing &
estimating
measurements

Problem solving

Properties of 3D
shapes

Forces
Develop an understanding
of gravity through study and
investigation.
Practically identify the
effects of friction between
moving surfaces.
Study forces and the effects
of levers, pulleys and gears.

The Battle of Bosworth
Explore how the Tudor
period began.
Henry VIII
Write an account of his
life and the lives of his
wives.

*CC with History,
compare maps of
London from Tudor
period to now

Drawing
Develop drawing skills
and techniques to
produce Tudor
portraits.

Sikhism
What is the best
way for a Sikh to
show
commitment to
God?

Digital Literacy
Childnet video
competition

REAL PE
Unit 5- Health &
Fitness
FUNS station 4
Static balances
FUNS station 10
Coordination

Dancing in the
StreetMowtown
The history of
Mowtown and its
importance in
development of
popular music.

Relationships
Online safety and
relationships

Ufton Court
trip

Summer 2

Non-chronologcial
report on Tudors

Decimals
Area & perimeter
Properties of shape
Angles
Data handling

Properties and Changes in
Materials
Understand that some
materials will dissolve in
liquid to form a solution,
and describe how to recover
a substance from a solution.
Demonstrate that dissolving,
mixing and changes of state
are reversible changes.
Use knowledge of solids,
liquids and gases to decide
how mixtures might be
separated, including
through filtering sieving and
evaporating.

Tudor coin purse for sewing instead of space??

Crime & Punishment
What were
punishments back
then? Were they fair?
Food, leisure, clothing:
Explore the similarities
and differences
between Tudor and
modern times.

Sculpture
Explore the use of clay
and the differing
techniques to produce
a Tudor Rose.

Healthy Eating
Design and cook a hot
meal based on
knowledge of the eat
well plate

Christianity
Did God intend
Jesus to be
crucified and if so
was Jesus aware
of this?

Coding
Project

REAL PE
Unit 6- Personal
skills
FUNS station 8
Coordination
FUNS station 11
Agility

Reflect, Rewind &
ReplayWestern Classical
music
Think about the
history of music in
context.

Changing me
Observe changes in
the human body
over time.

Health and
sports week

